Towards more autonomy and data sharing – how
international marine spatial planning, monitoring
and regulation will require sensors, platforms and
intelligent integration.
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Talk Outline
The new legal regime – UK, European &
International - and what needs to be
known.
 Platforms and sensors.
 Ensuring the data is available, in an
appropriate form, to those who need it.
 A forward look..
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The new legal regime


For the UK, we have the Marine & Coastal
Access Act (2009) and Marine (Scotland) Act
2010, with the European Marine Strategy
Framework Directive set to become the
biggest player of all.



Plus existing commitments such as
Convention on Biological Diversity, Water
Framework Directive, London Dumping
Convention, UN Convention on Underwater
Cultural Heritage. All require monitoring of
some kind.



There’s a ‘National Marine Policy Statement’ and a UK Marine Science Strategy to keep the
research ‘joined-up’..
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Science to inform Law and Policy
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The MMO is the Government’s strategic delivery body and principal regulator for
English territorial waters and offshore marine areas. Marine Scotland covers similar
role for Scottish waters.
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Marine Strategy Framework
Directive

http://ec.europa.eu/environment/marine/eu-coast-and-marine-policy/marine-strategy-framework-directive/index_en.htm

Europe has a huge
marine estate – larger
than the land area
 MSFD requires Member
States to work towards
the achievement of
“Good Environmental
Status” by 2020
 There are 11 indicators..
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GES Descriptors
No.

Descriptor

1

Biological diversity

2

Non-indigenous species

3

Commercial fish & shellfish

4

Food-webs

5

Eutrophication

6

Sea-floor integrity

7

Hydrography

8

Contaminants

9

Contaminants in seafood

10

Litter

11

Energy, incl. underwater noise
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What does the Directive commit UK to?
To put in place measures to achieve Good Environmental
Status in our seas by 2020
Initial
assessment of
UK seas

2008

2010

Directive
transposed

Programmes of
measures
implemented

Monitoring
programmes
established

2012

2014

2015

GES
determined,
including targets
and indicators

2016

2020

GES
achieved for
UK seas
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Needs to be done on a ‘Regional Seas’ basis..

“Member States sharing a
marine region...shall
cooperate to ensure that...
the measures required to
achieve...this Directive...are
coherent and coordinated
across the marine region...”
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Overseas Territories

The British Indian Ocean MPA was declared
1/4/2010, covers 0.5 million km2 and 55 small
islands.



UK still has 14
Overseas Territories
including vast
marine areas.



Monitoring and
management a
major challenge.

Declared 27/2/2012, the South Georgia &
South Sandwich Islands MPA covers over 1
million km2, incl. 20,000 km2 of no-fishing
zones.
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450 mm

Platforms

Affordable
 ..or reusable
 Reliable
 Autonomous
 Legal! – unless you’re into ‘black ops’ there are pesky rules about


data gathering in other people’s territory…

Rafael Industries

NASA
Lockheed Martin
NOC
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Sensors

Fluid sample
Sheath fluid

To scattering
& fluorescence
detectors

Collimated light beam

Affordable
 Reliable
 Consistent
 BGAN enabled where possible
 2-way comms if autonomous?


Capilary
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Data Integration
Fast turnover, non-marine staff tasked
with interpretation of output
 Can’t be hidden in a vault – must be
online, publicly-accessible raw data
 Added value data OK to charge but ‘pay
once, use many times’ philosophy
 Unlikely to achieve a single hub so
interoperability is essential.
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Nice, clear & simple for policy makers - illustration from
2010’s “Charting Progress 2”..
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Real time Google Earth display of drifter tracks.

Monitoring page for SAMS seaglider
Control and monitoring page for IMB.
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What marine managers want to be
able to do..


London, 2025 – a science officer calls up the latest graphics on nitrate
levels in the Southern North Sea. It was updated that morning. She
cross-checks it with the data held by her Dutch counterpart. The data
was already visible on Google Oceans and uploaded to the Regional
Sea GES database.



An offshore fishfarmer cross checks latest uploads on pollutant
pathways around the ranch, all is well.



A NGO concerned with marine mammal migration checks that sound
levels from the Round 5 floating wind-farm anchoring operations are
within safe limits, and inputs additional comments plus voluntary extra
data derived from their own autonomous sensors.



An overseas Government lawyer requests that certain non-standard
sensors are deactivated on an autonomous vehicle about to enter his
EEZ. If no objection is received he will be able to do so across an
authorised-user BGAN link next time the vehicle surfaces.
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Thank You


For more information
see:



http://www.scotland.gov.uk/Topics/
marine/seamanagement/marineact
http://www.defra.gov.uk/environment/
marine/mca/
http://ec.europa.eu/environment/marine/
index_en.htm
http://www.fco.gov.uk/en/news/latestnews/?id=735683482&view=News
http://www.fco.gov.uk/en/news/latestnews/?view=News&id=748547282








Email sph@noc.ac.uk
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